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Abstract

The paper contributes to the measurement of poverty and vulnerability in three ways. First, we propose a new approach to separating poverty into chronic and transient components. Second, we provide corrections for the statistical biases introduced when using a small number of periods to estimate the importance of vulnerability and transient poverty. Third, we apply these tools to the measurement of chronic and transient poverty in China using a rich panel data set that extends over approximately 17 years. We find that alternative measurement techniques yield significantly different estimates of the relative importance of chronic and transient poverty, and that precision of estimates is enhanced with simple statistical corrections.
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1 Introduction

Most poverty measurement takes place in an hypothesized world of certainty. Poverty measures, and the impact of policies on such measures, are indeed usually estimated after all uncertainty surrounding well-being is assumed to have been resolved.

In some limited instances, this certainty assumption might not seem too strong. It could be argued, for instance, that analysts should be able to infer the ex post impact of some economic policy by comparing measures of well-being before and after introduction of the policy. Policy design, however, rarely takes place with the benefit of hindsight, and the distributive impact of policy can vary widely within classes of agents that are observationally homogeneous ex ante. Some policies also generate a greater average level of well-being but at the cost of greater social and individual risk. In such contexts, ex post policy analysis would seem to be at best incomplete.

This mean/risk tradeoff should be of concern when analyzing the impact of policy, but it is also more generally important when comparing welfare across natural, social and economic environments of varying degrees of risk and "vulnerability". The term "vulnerability" has been used with increased frequency recently, in particular since it was highlighted in the 2001 World Development Report (World Bank, 2001). A large number of definitions of the term exist. In our present context, we can understand it as the impact of risk on the "threat of poverty, measured ex-ante, before the veil of uncertainty has been lifted" (Calvo and Dercon, 2005, p.2). As Ligon and Schechter (2003) emphasize, "a household with very low expected consumption expenditures but with no chance of starving may well be poor, but it still might not wish to trade places with a household having a higher expected consumption but greater consumption risk" (p. C95).

1Probably the most important source of risk in developing countries is that faced by rural farming households and linked to uncertain climatic conditions. Other high-risk factors stem from probabilities of illness, unemployment, social exclusion, changes in wages and in prices, removal of family and social protection, and disturbances in productive and exchange environments.
This paper proposes a new approach to separating total poverty into chronic and transient components, and offers useful and intuitive measures for understanding this mean/risk tradeoff.

This important distinction between low expected well-being and vulnerability is also nicely illustrated by Hulme and McKay (2005):

"Historically, the idea that some people are trapped in poverty while others have spells in poverty was a central element of analysis. For example, officials and social commentators in eighteenth century France distinguished between the pauvre and the indigent. The former experienced seasonal poverty when crops failed or demand for casual agricultural labour was low. The latter were permanently poor because of ill health (physical and mental), accident, age, alcoholism or other forms of ‘vice’. The central aim of policy was to support the pauvre in ways that would stop them from becoming indigent.” (p.3)

Thus, not only is "chronic poverty” different from "temporary” or "transient” poverty, but the difference between the two is likely to call for distinct policy attitudes and responses, as stressed for instance in a report of the Chronic Poverty Research Centre (2004)\(^2\) and as is nicely stated by Jalan and Ravallion (1998):

Increasing the human and physical assets of poor people, or the returns to those assets, are thought to be more appropriate to alleviate chronic poverty. Insurance and income-stabilization schemes are seen to be more important policy instruments when poverty is transient (Lipton and Ravallion, 1995). Knowing how much the currently observed level of poverty is transient may thus inform policy choices. (p.339)

The current paper also suggests statistical strategies to improve estimators of the relative importance of risk in total ill-fare. With the increased availability of

---

longitudinal data sets, it is now well known\(^3\) that there is significant movement in and out of poverty as well as within poverty itself. It is also widely recognized that these findings are very sensitive to the presence of measurement errors — see for instance Rendtel \textit{et al.} (1998) and Breen and Moisio (2004). An analogous concern arises when only a relatively small number of time observations is available for each individual over time and when the estimators of interest are non-linear across time periods. Other than the present study, most of the literature on the measurement of poverty and vulnerability has ignored biases introduced by a small number of time observations. Unlike corrections for measurement errors, which are typically difficult to provide, we demonstrate that corrections for small-number-of-time-periods biases are relatively straightforward to design and to apply.

Our paper thus contributes to the measurement of poverty and vulnerability in three ways. First (Section 2), we follow the recent literature and investigate how we may split the measurement of total poverty into chronic and transient components, the latter component being generated by the presence of risk. We build on the influential work of Ravallion (1988) and Jalan and Ravallion (1998) and show how money-metric measures of low average well-being (chronic poverty) and risk (transient poverty) can jointly account for total deprivation (total poverty) in a society.

Second (Section 3), we provide methods for correcting statistical biases in the estimation of chronic and transient poverty. This is important since the number of periods over which well-being is observed is usually relatively small, and since this can distort one’s understanding of the importance of risk in accounting for total ill-fare. Note that these corrections are derived explicitly in this paper for only two alternative measurement systems — Jalan and Ravallion’s and a money-metric one that we develop. The paper’s methodology, however, can be extended

to other indices, including those discussed in Chaudhuri et al. (2002), Ligon and Schechter (2003), Suryahadi and Sumarto (2003), Christiaensen and Subbarao (2004), Kamanou and Morduch (2004), and Kurosaki (2005).

Third (Section 4), we apply these tools to the measurement of chronic and transient poverty in China using a rich panel data set that extends over approximately 17 years. We find inter alia that alternative measurement techniques can give very different views on the relative importance of chronic and transient poverty, and that statistical bias corrections can significantly enhance the precision of such poverty estimates. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Measuring chronic and transient poverty

2.1 Measuring poverty

Consider a vector $y = (y_1, y_2, ..., y_n)$ of living standards $y_i$ (incomes\footnote{Note that we do not discuss here the more general problem of the relative advantages and disadvantages of using monetary vs non-monetary indicators for assessing chronic and transient poverty. See e.g. Hulme and McKay (2005) for a discussion of this issue.}, for short) for $n$ individuals, where $y_i = (y_{i1}, y_{i2}, ..., y_{it})$ is itself a vector of individual $i$’s incomes across $t$ periods. For expositional simplicity, we assume that each income $y_{ij}$ has been normalized initially by the poverty line in period $j$. An individual $i$ with $y_{ij} = 1$\footnote{Note that focussing on poverty gap measures is not needed for the analysis, although it simplifies the exposition. Indices other than the FGT could equally be used.} is thus exactly at the poverty line at time $j$. A useful tool in this paper will be that of (normalized) poverty gaps, defined for an income $y_{ij}$ as

$$g_{ij} = (1 - y_{ij})_+,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $f_+ = \max(f, 0)$. The vectors $g = (g_1, g_2, ..., g_n)$ and $g_i = (g_{i1}, g_{i2}, ..., g_{it})$ are then the corresponding vectors of poverty gaps. Many of the common poverty measures can be expressed in terms of such poverty gaps\footnote{Note that focussing on poverty gap measures is not needed for the analysis, although it simplifies the exposition. Indices other than the FGT could equally be used.}. An important subset of these measures is the well-known class of the FGT (Foster, Greer and Thorbecke, 1984) additively decomposable indices. Over the $n$ individuals and the $t$ periods,
and thus over the vector $g$, the FGT indices are defined as

$$P_\alpha (g) = (nt)^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{t} g_{ij}^\alpha. \quad (2)$$

When $\alpha = 0$, (2) gives the proportion of the $t$ time periods over which the $n$ individuals have been poor; when $\alpha = 1$, (2) gives the average poverty gap over the $t$ time periods and the $n$ individuals; and for $\alpha > 1$, (2) yields poverty indices that are sensitive to the distribution of poverty gaps and give greater ethical weights to greater poverty gaps.

$P_\alpha (g_i)$ for individual $i$ is analogously defined as

$$P_\alpha (g_i) = t^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} g_{ij}^\alpha. \quad (3)$$

Note that $\alpha \geq 0$ may be considered as a measure of "poverty aversion", namely, a measure of aversion to inequality and variability in the poverty gaps: a larger $\alpha$ gives a relatively greater weight to a loss of income when income is already low than when it is large. It is also well-known that the headcount $P_0$ can increase following a mean-preserving equalizing transfer of income. The same is true for a mean-preserving decrease in the variability of income over time: this can increase $P_0(g)$. For these reasons, we exclude the headcount from the analysis (for now) and also assume that $\alpha \geq 1$.

As noted above, $P_1(g)$ yields the average poverty gap, whose sensitivity to changes in incomes is the same regardless of the income of the poor (so long as the poor remain poor). When $\alpha > 1$, a marginal equalizing transfer of income from a poor person to anyone who is poorer decreases $P_\alpha(g)$, thus making these indices "distribution" and "variability" sensitive.

### 2.2 Jalan and Ravallion’s chronic and transient poverty

Jalan and Ravallion (1998) (JR, for short) use $P_\alpha(g)$ to propose intuitive measures of "chronic" and "transient" poverty. To see how, note that $\hat{y}_i = t^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} y_{ij}$ is an
estimate of i’s ”permanent income” over the t periods. JR argue that an estimate of the ”chronic” poverty of an individual i can be obtained by replacing his income y_{ij} for all periods j by estimated permanent income. \( t^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha \) is then i’s chronic poverty. Summing across all individuals, aggregate chronic poverty would then be equal to\(^6\)

\[
P^*_\alpha(y) = n^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha .
\]

The difference between total poverty, \( P_\alpha(g) \), and chronic poverty, \( P^*_\alpha(y) \), can then be interpreted as a measure of transient poverty, \( P^T_\alpha(y) \), which is thus given by:

\[
P^T_\alpha(y) = P_\alpha(g) - P^*_\alpha(y) .
\]

Although intuitive and simple, the above formulation has a few disadvantages:

- It is well-known that an increase in \( \alpha \) gives greater relative weight to the ill-fare of the poorest. An increase in \( \alpha \) thus makes the poverty index more representative of the ill-fare of the poorest among the poor, and should thus increase measured poverty. But it is easily checked that \( P_\alpha(g) \) decreases with \( \alpha \). (This feature often causes confusion in the applied poverty literature.) In the current chronic-transient setting, an increase in \( \alpha \) will also decrease all of \( P_\alpha(g) \), \( P^*_\alpha(y) \), and \( P^T_\alpha(y) \), leading to the additional awkward result that an increase in poverty aversion decreases the measure of both transient and chronic poverty.

- The \( P_\alpha(g) \) (and \( P^*_\alpha(y) \) and \( P^T_\alpha(y) \)) indices have no obvious cardinal interpretation when \( \alpha \) differs from 0 or 1. The basic reason is that their measurement units are in dollars to the power \( \alpha \). This is in contrast to much

---

\(^6\)Note that JR’s definition (and ours) differs conceptually from that in Chronic Poverty Research Centre (2004), where chronic poverty is defined as ”poverty experienced by individuals and households for extended periods of time or throughout their entire lives” (p. 131) and where transitory poverty is defined as ”poverty experienced as the result of a temporary fall in income or expenditure although over a longer period the household resources are on average sufficient to keep the household above the poverty line” (p. 132).
of the literature on inequality and social welfare, in which the indices are either unit free or are in dollars. This property of the JR indices also makes it difficult to use them in conjunction with the money-metric indicators that are common in efficiency and cost-benefit analysis.

- A more minor point concerns the construction of the $P^*_\alpha(y)$ chronic poverty index. As shown in (4), this is assessed using average income over $t$ time periods. Hence, someone in severe poverty over $t - 1$ periods may still be deemed to have zero chronic poverty if his income during the $t^{th}$ period is large enough to make average income over the $t$ periods be above 1. One alternative is to use the average of incomes censored at the poverty line — an idea we explore below in the illustrative section. Another alternative is to consider chronic poverty to be a measure of ”average” poverty — measured as an average of the poverty status experienced over the $t$ periods. This is *inter alia* what we propose to do in the following sections.

### 2.3 EDE poverty gaps

A simple monotonic transformation of $P_\alpha$ leads to a useful money-metric measure of poverty. In the manner of Kolm (1969) and Atkinson (1970) for the measurement of social welfare and inequality, let $\Gamma_\alpha(g)$ be the ”equally-distributed equivalent” (EDE) poverty gap, *viz*, that poverty gap which, if assigned equally to all individuals and in all periods, would produce the same poverty measure as that generated by the distribution $g$ of poverty gaps. Using (2), $\Gamma_\alpha(g)$ is given implicitly as

$$\Gamma_\alpha(g)^\alpha \equiv P_\alpha(g), \quad (6)$$

and thus we have that

$$\Gamma_\alpha(g) = P_\alpha(g)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}. \quad (7)$$

Note that $\Gamma_1(g)$ is again the average poverty gap. As mentioned above, using $\Gamma_1(g)$ as a measure of poverty fails to take into account the inequality in poverty
statuses. Inequality in poverty presumably raises the social cost of poverty above the level of what poverty would be if it were equally spread. This suggests that an inequality-corrected measure of poverty should in general be no less than \( \Gamma_1(g) \) in order for poverty to be sensitive to the presence of inequality among the poor. Such a property holds for \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \) whenever \( \alpha \) is greater than or equal to 1.

Whenever all have the same poverty gap, we have that \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) = \Gamma_1(g) \). A mean-preserving increase in the income spread between two individuals (with at least one of them being poor) strictly increases \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \) whenever \( \alpha \) is strictly greater than 1. Thus, for a given \( \alpha \), the more important the difference between \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \) and \( \Gamma_1(g) \), the more unequal the distribution of poverty gaps. An obvious measure of the cost of inequality in the distribution of poverty gaps is then given by:

\[
C_\alpha(g) = \Gamma_\alpha(g) - \Gamma_1(g).
\]  

(8)

Note that \( C_\alpha(g) \) is given in per capita money-metric terms, which makes it directly comparable to \( \Gamma_1(g) \) and other money-metric indicators. \( C_\alpha(g) \) is the cost in average poverty gap that a Social Decision Maker (SDM) would be willing to pay to remove all inequality in the distribution of poverty gaps, without a change in total poverty — recall Atkinson (1970) for a similar interpretation in terms of social welfare. \( C_\alpha(g) \) is always non-negative. Rewriting (8), total poverty can be expressed as

\[
\Gamma_\alpha(g) = \Gamma_1(g) + C_\alpha(g).
\]  

(9)

This is illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows a distribution of 2 poverty gaps, \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) (measured along the horizontal axis), the poverty index \( P_\alpha(g) \) for that distribution, the average poverty gap \( \Gamma_1(g) \), and the EDE poverty gap \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \). Note that \( \Gamma_1(g) \) is the average of \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \), and that \( \Gamma_\alpha(g)^\alpha = P_\alpha(g) \) is the average of \( g_1^\alpha \) and \( g_2^\alpha \). The cost of inequality in poverty gaps is then the horizontal distance \( C_\alpha(g) \) between \( \Gamma_1(g) \) and \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \).
2.4 Transient and chronic poverty with the EDE poverty gap approach

Transient poverty generates variability and thus inequality in the poverty status of individuals. It is thus natural to use the framework described above to capture its importance. Let $\gamma_\alpha(g_i)$ be the EDE poverty gap for individual $i$, namely,

$$
\gamma_\alpha(g_i) = \left( \frac{t^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} g_{ij}^\alpha}{\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} g_{ij}^\alpha} \right)^{1/\alpha}.
$$

(10)

Using the cost-of-inequality approach introduced above, a natural measure of the cost of the transient component of $i$’s poverty status is then given by

$$
\theta_\alpha(g_i) = \gamma_\alpha(g_i) - \gamma_1(g_i),
$$

(11)

which is again non-negative for any $\alpha \geq 1$. The EDE gap $\gamma_\alpha(g_i)$ can be interpreted as the variability-adjusted poverty status of individual $i$. $\gamma_1(g_i)$ is $i$’s average poverty gap. In a context of risk aversion in which an individual $i$ would augment ex ante his expected poverty gap by a risk premium, this risk premium would be given by $\theta_\alpha(g_i)$, and his variability-adjusted poverty status would thus be given by $\gamma_1(g_i) + \theta_\alpha(g_i)$. Analogously to the SDM mentioned above, individual $i$ would be willing to pay up to $\theta_\alpha(g_i)$ in units of his average poverty gap to remove variability in his poverty gap status.

A natural next step is to aggregate the transiency cost $\theta_\alpha(g_i)$ across the $n$ individuals in order to obtain the aggregate magnitude of transiency, denoted as $\Gamma^T_\alpha(g)$. This is given simply by:

$$
\Gamma^T_\alpha(g) = n^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \theta_\alpha(g_i).
$$

(12)

$\Gamma^T_\alpha(g)$ can also be interpreted as the cost of inequality within individuals.

Let us now focus on the distribution of the individual EDE poverty gaps $\gamma_\alpha(g_i)$. This distribution is the distribution of individual ill-fare in the presence of both individual chronic and transient poverty. Denote this distribution
by $\gamma_\alpha = (\gamma_\alpha(g_1), \ldots, \gamma_\alpha(g_n))$. Aggregate poverty with $\gamma_\alpha$ is then given by

$$\Gamma_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) = \left( n^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_\alpha(g_i)^\alpha \right)^{1/\alpha}. \quad (13)$$

The cost of inequality in the EDE poverty gaps $\gamma_\alpha$ then equals

$$C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) = \Gamma_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) - \Gamma_1(\gamma_\alpha). \quad (14)$$

$C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha)$ can thus be interpreted as the cost of inequality between individuals. This leads to the following result:

**Theorem 1** Total poverty is given by the sum of the average poverty gap in the population ($\Gamma_1(g)$), the cost of inequality in individual EDE poverty gaps ($C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha)$), and the cost of transient poverty ($\Gamma_\alpha^T(g)$):

$$\Gamma_\alpha(g) = \Gamma_1(g) + C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) + \Gamma_\alpha^T(g). \quad (15)$$

See the Appendix. ■

Given the result of Theorem 1, it is natural to define chronic poverty as the difference between total and transient poverty, and chronic poverty is hence denoted as

$$\Gamma^*(g) = \Gamma_1(g) + C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha). \quad (16)$$

Chronic poverty is then the average poverty gap plus the cost of inequality in EDE poverty gaps across individuals. Transient poverty is the cost of the variability of poverty gaps across time.

**Corollary 2** Total poverty is the sum of chronic and transient poverty:

$$\Gamma_\alpha(g) = \Gamma^*(g) + \Gamma_\alpha^T(g). \quad (17)$$

Note that the total cost of inequality in poverty gaps is the sum of the cost of inequality *between* individuals and that of inequality *within* individuals:

$$\boxed{\gamma_\alpha(g) = C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) + \Gamma_\alpha^T(g) \quad (18)$$

\[\text{total inequality} \quad \text{between individuals} \quad \text{within individuals}\]
All three expressions in (18) are increasing in \( \alpha \). They are also increasing in the inequality of poverty gaps: a mean-preserving inequality-increasing change in the EDE poverty gaps will increase \( C_\alpha(\gamma) \), and a mean-preserving variability-increasing change in the temporal distribution of poverty gaps will increase \( \Gamma^T_\alpha(g) \). Both of these changes will therefore increase \( C_\alpha(g) \) and \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \). All three expressions in (18) also have a money-metric interpretation: \( C_\alpha(g) \) is the cost in average poverty gap units that a SDM would be willing to incur to remove all variability in poverty status, \( C_\alpha(\gamma) \) is the cost that a SDM would be willing to incur to remove between-individual inequality in welfare status, and \( \Gamma^T_\alpha(g) \) is the cost that individuals would collectively be willing to incur to remove within-individual variability in poverty status.

### 2.5 Graphical interpretation

Figures 1 and 2 help to clarify the relationship between the two measures of chronic and transient poverty. The fundamental distinction between the JR and the EDE approaches comes down to whether we measure poverty on the vertical or on the horizontal axis of Figure 1 — if we think of \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) as the poverty gaps of one individual across two periods. The JR approach roughly\(^7\) expresses chronic poverty as \( P_\alpha(\Gamma_1(g)) \) and transient poverty as the difference \( P_\alpha(g) - P_\alpha(\Gamma_1(g)) \), both of which can be seen on the vertical axis of Figure 1. The EDE approach defines chronic poverty as \( \Gamma_1(g) \) and transient poverty as the difference \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) - \Gamma_1(g) \), both of which can be measured on the horizontal axis of Figure 1.

Figure 2 extends Figure 1 to the case of two individuals and therefore also allows for a depiction of the importance of between-individual inequality. Four poverty gaps are shown, two for individuals 1 (\( g_{11} \) and \( g_{12} \)) and two for individuals 2 (\( g_{21} \) and \( g_{22} \)). Their average poverty gaps are shown by \( \gamma_1(g_1) \) and \( \gamma_1(g_2) \). Their EDE poverty gaps are given by \( \gamma_\alpha(g_1) \) and \( \gamma_\alpha(g_2) \). The costs of transiency in their
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\(^7\)Only "roughly", since the JR approach uses average income over time — and not the average poverty gap — to estimate chronic poverty, thus replacing \( P_\alpha(\Gamma_1(g)) \) by \( P_\alpha^*(y) \).
poverty status are thus given by the distance \( \gamma_\alpha(g_i) - \gamma_1(g_i) \) for each of \( i = 1, 2 \). The average of these costs across the two individuals gives \( \Gamma^T(g) \) (recall equation (12)), and \( \Gamma^T(g) \) is also the difference on Figure 2 between \( \Gamma_1(\gamma_\alpha) \) and the overall poverty gap \( \Gamma_1(g) \). \( \Gamma^T(g) \) is thus the cost of within-individual inequality. The cost of between-individual inequality is given by the difference \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) - \Gamma_1(\gamma_\alpha) \). The total cost of inequality is the sum of between- and within-individual inequality and equals \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) - \Gamma_1(g) \) on Figure 2. Adding that total cost of inequality to the overall average poverty gap \( \Gamma_1(g) \) gives the overall EDE poverty gap, \( \Gamma_\alpha(g) \).

The JR and EDE approaches thus measure chronic and transient poverty differently. To illustrate further this distinction, let the poverty gap for an hypothetical household \( i \) be defined for two periods 1 and 2 by

\[
\begin{align*}
g_{i1} &= 0.5 - e, \\
g_{i2} &= 0.5 + e,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( e \in [0, 0.5] \) captures the variability in poverty status across time. For \( \alpha = 2 \), it is not difficult to check that

- **JR total poverty** = \( 0.25 + e^2 \)
- **JR chronic poverty** = 0.25
- **JR transient poverty** = \( e^2 \)
- **EDE total poverty** = \( \sqrt{0.25 + e^2} \)
- **EDE chronic poverty** = 0.5
- **EDE transient poverty** = \( \sqrt{0.25 + e^2} - 0.5 \).

Figure 3 shows these poverty estimates according to the JR and EDE approaches, both in absolute value and as a proportion of chronic and total poverty, and also as a function of \( e \). For both approaches, chronic poverty is invariant with \( e \). Although the impact of \( e \) on transient and total poverty is qualitatively similar in this example for both the JR and the EDE approaches, numerically the estimates are quite different — as we will also find in the illustrative Section 4 below.
Since the EDE components are expressed in money-metric terms, one can check that EDE total and transient poverty are of the same order of magnitude as $e$, but that JR total and transient poverty are of the order of $e^{\alpha}$. Take the case of $g_{11} = 0$ and $g_{12} = 1$. On the one hand, the JR approach gives equal value to chronic (0.25) and to transient poverty (0.25), leading to an estimate of total poverty (0.5) that is twice as large as that of chronic poverty. Although it would seem impossible to draw a social consensus on a precise normative valuation of the different components of poverty, it would appear implausible that a sole movement of 0.5 on either side of a chronic gap of 0.5 be given the same poverty importance as that chronic gap itself. On the other hand, the EDE approach yields an estimate of total poverty (0.71) that is about 50% larger than chronic poverty (0.5), thus implying that the social cost of a movement of 0.5 on either side of a chronic gap of 0.5 is lower than the cost of the chronic gap itself.

3 Statistical procedures

Sections 2.2 and 2.4 provide two alternative approaches to distinguishing between total and transient poverty. JR’s approach first defines an individual’s chronic poverty as poverty when he is assumed to earn his permanent income, and then defines transient poverty as the difference between total and chronic poverty. The approach of Section 2.4 first defines an individual’s transient poverty as the difference between his EDE and his average poverty gap, and then measures chronic poverty as the difference between total and aggregate transient poverty.

Both approaches can in practice be easily implemented using panel data. Such panel data will, however, typically involve a relatively modest number of time periods, $t$. As we will see, this in turn can create substantial systematic differences between sample estimates and the value of the true (unobserved) poverty indices. With JR’s approach, these biases will directly affect the estimation of chronic poverty. With the EDE approach of Section 2.4, these statistical biases will have a direct effect on the estimation of transient poverty. Transient poverty (for JR)
and chronic poverty (for the EDE approach) will also be biased since they are obtained as differences between biased estimators. We thus introduce procedures that correct, at least partially, for these biases.

3.1 Analytical bias corrections

For each individual \( i, i = 1, ..., n \), \( t \) income values are assumed to be drawn randomly from a distribution function \( F_i(y) \). For expositional simplicity, income is normalized by the fixed and known poverty line and its distribution \( F_i(y) \) is also assumed constant across periods. This generates a sample of \( nt \) incomes denoted as \( \{ y_{i1}, ..., y_{it} \} \) for each individual \( i \).

3.1.1 Jalan and Ravallion’s chronic-transient poverty

Let \( \overline{y}_i \) then be the expected income of individual \( i \) — his permanent income. This is defined as \( \overline{y}_i = \int y dF_i(y) \). An individual \( i \)’s true (as opposed to estimated) chronic poverty is then given by

\[
P^\ast_{\alpha,i} = (1 - y_i)^\alpha + \alpha \left( 1 - \overline{y}_i \right)^{\alpha-2} \text{var}(y_{ij}) + O(t^{-2})
\]

An obvious estimator for \( P^\ast_{\alpha,i} \) is simply \( (1 - \hat{y}_i)^\alpha \). This, however, is biased upwards for finite values of \( t \) since we can show that (see Appendix)

\[
E \left[ (1 - \hat{y}_i)^\alpha \right] = \overline{P}^\ast_{\alpha,i} + \frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)}{2t} (1 - \overline{y}_i)^{\alpha-2} \text{var}(y_{ij}) + O(t^{-2})
\]

(24)

\[
\geq \overline{P}^\ast_{\alpha,i}
\]

(25)

where \( \text{var}(y_{ij}) = \int (y - \overline{y}_i)^2 dF_i(y) \). Hence, an estimator that includes a second-order correction for the bias of \( (1 - \hat{y}_i)^\alpha \) is given by \( \widehat{P}^\ast_{\alpha,i} \) and is defined as

\[
\widehat{P}^\ast_{\alpha,i} = \left( 1 - \overline{y}_i \right)^\alpha + \frac{\alpha(1 - \alpha)}{2t} (1 - \overline{y}_i)^{\alpha-2} \text{var}(y_{ij}).
\]

(26)
The Appendix also shows how to incorporate higher-order bias corrections, although these did not prove to be very useful in our Monte Carlo simulations. Note that all of the elements in (26) can be estimated consistently, \textit{inter alia} by substituting $\hat{y}_i$ for $y_i$ and $(t - 1)^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} \left( y_{ij} - \hat{y}_i \right)^2$ for $\text{var}(y_{ij})$. (26) thus provides an easily implementable second-order correction for JR’s index of chronic poverty.

3.1.2 EDE chronic-transient poverty

We now turn to a second-order bias correction for the estimation of this paper’s proposed measure of transient poverty. Let $\gamma_{\alpha,i}$ be the true (as opposed to the estimated) EDE poverty gap of individual $i$. This is defined as $\gamma_{\alpha,i} = \left( \int (1 - y)^{\alpha} dF_i(y) \right)^{1/\alpha}$. A natural estimator of $\gamma_{\alpha,i}$ is given by $\gamma_{\alpha,i}(g_i)$ (recall equation (10)). But this estimator is again biased for small values of $t$ because $\gamma_{\alpha,i}(g_i)$ is non linear in $g_{ij}$. Defining $\overline{P}_{\alpha,i} = \int (1 - y)^{\alpha} dF_i(y)$, this bias is shown by the fact that (see the Appendix for a fuller demonstration)

$$E \left[ \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) \right] = E \left[ \gamma_{\alpha,i} + \alpha^{-1}\gamma_{1-\alpha,i}^\alpha \left( P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \overline{P}_{\alpha,i} \right) \right] - 0.5\alpha^{-2}(\alpha - 1)\gamma_{1-2\alpha,i}^{\alpha-1} \left( P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \overline{P}_{\alpha,i} \right)^2 + O(t^{-2}).$$  

(27)

Since $E \left[ P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \overline{P}_{\alpha,i} \right] = 0$ and $E \left[ (P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \overline{P}_{\alpha,i})^2 \right] = t^{-1}\text{var}(g_{ij}^{\alpha})$, we have (to leading order) that

$$E \left[ \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) \right] \approx \gamma_{\alpha,i} - 0.5\alpha^{-2}(\alpha - 1)\gamma_{1-2\alpha,i}^{\alpha-1} t^{-1}\text{var}(g_{ij}^{\alpha})$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

$$\leq \gamma_{\alpha,i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

This shows that $\gamma_{\alpha}(g_i)$ is biased downwards. A second-order correction for $\gamma_{\alpha,i}$ is thus given by

$$\tilde{\gamma}_{\alpha,i} = \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) + 0.5\alpha^{-2}(\alpha - 1)\gamma_{1-2\alpha,i}^{\alpha-1} t^{-1}\text{var}(g_{ij}^{\alpha}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

Again, all of the elements in (30) can be estimated consistently. $\gamma_{1-2\alpha,i}$ can be estimated as $P_{\alpha}(g_i)^{(1-2\alpha)/\alpha}$ and $\text{var}(g_{ij}^{\alpha})$ can be estimated as $(t - 1)^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} \left( g_{ij}^{\alpha} - P_{\alpha}(g_i) \right)^2$.
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3.2 Bootstrap bias corrections

An alternative approach to correcting for the biases found in (25) and (29) is by estimating the biases that arise in numerical simulations of the longitudinal distributions of incomes. One way to proceed is by bootstrapping the empirical distribution of each subsample of \( t \) periods’ incomes. This can be done as follows:

1. For each individual \( i \), we wish to compute an estimator \( \eta_i \) of chronic poverty \( \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha \) or of transient poverty \( \gamma_\alpha (g_i) \).

2. For each individual \( i \), we first compute a “plug-in” estimator using \( i \)’s original sub-sample of \( t \) incomes, \( \{ y_{i1}, ..., y_{it} \} \); this is either \( \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha \) or \( \gamma_\alpha (g_i) \).

3. For each individual \( i \) and for each of \( k = 1, ..., K \), we generate a sample of \( t \) incomes drawn randomly (and with replacement) from the original sub-sample of \( t \) incomes for individual \( i \), \( \{ y_{i1}, ..., y_{it} \} \). We compute a new estimator \( \eta_i^k \) for each such simulated sample \( k \). We should choose \( K \) to be as large as is numerically sufficient and computationally reasonable.

4. \( \eta_i^B \) is given by the mean of these \( K \) estimators \( \eta_i^k \), that is, we have \( \eta_i^B = K^{-1} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \eta_i^k \). The bootstrap estimate of the bias is then given by the difference between \( \eta_i^B \) and the plug-in estimator.

Each of \( \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha \) and \( \gamma_\alpha (g_i) \) can then be corrected by the bootstrap-estimated bias \( \eta_i^B - \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha \) or \( \eta_i^B - \gamma_\alpha (g_i) \). The corrected estimator of JR’s index of chronic poverty is given by

\[
\tilde{P}_{\alpha,i} = 2 \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha - \eta_i^B
\]

and a bootstrap-corrected estimator of Section 2.4’s index of transient poverty is given by

\[
\tilde{\gamma}_{\alpha,i} = 2 \gamma_\alpha (g_i) - \eta_i^B.
\]
3.3 Bias corrections: Monte Carlo evidence

To explore the performance of the above bias-correction methods, we use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the statistics of interest (total, chronic, and transient poverty) with and without bias corrections. To do this:

1. We assume a log-normal longitudinal distribution of incomes with mean and standard deviation both set to 1 (recall that incomes are normalized by the poverty line). We compute the statistics of interest for that distribution.

2. We choose a number $t$ of longitudinal income observations to be drawn randomly and independently from that population.

3. For each of $h = 1, ..., H$, we draw a sample of $t$ such observations and estimate the statistics of interest, with or without bias corrections.

4. We compute the average of the $H$ statistics estimated in the previous step, and compare that average to the true population statistics calculated in step 1.

Note again that step 2 above can be done with or without bias corrections. Recall that biases arise because of the finite number of periods, not because of a finite number of households.

The Monte Carlo evidence is shown on Figure 4 for both JR’s chronic poverty and EDE transient poverty, for $\alpha = 2$ and $\alpha = 3$, and for a poverty line $z$ set to 1.5 ($H$ was set to 10000; results for $z=1$ are very similar). The second-order analytical and bootstrap bias corrections work relatively well in all cases, generally reducing by more (and often by much more) than 50% the biases of the naive estimators of chronic and transient poverty. This is true even for the smallest possible number $t = 2$ of time periods: in all cases (except for JR’s chronic poverty), the biases are reduced by roughly 50%. The percentage fall in the biases introduced by the corrections increases with $t$ — although the absolute value of the corrections itself naturally falls with $t$. The bias corrections are particularly effective for EDE.
poverty, apparently because the correction uses the variance in a censored variable (compare (26) and (30)). Analytical and bootstrap corrections work almost equally well: EDE transient poverty with $\alpha = 3$ is only slightly better estimated on average with a bootstrap correction, but JR’s chronic poverty with both $\alpha = 2$ and $\alpha = 3$ is on average estimated better with an analytical correction.

Note that the top left-hand (northwest) panel on Figure 4 also shows the bias correction for an uncensored version of the estimator of JR’s chronic poverty, \textit{i.e.}, for

$$\left(1 - \hat{y}_i\right)^\alpha$$

(compare with (23)). Although the true population value is unchanged compared to (23), the second-order analytical bias correction now removes completely the bias. This suggests that the JR biases that are left after the corrections shown on Figure 4 are mostly due to the censored form of the estimator of chronic poverty.

4 Illustration: An application to China

4.1 Poverty in Rural China

We illustrate the use of the above methodology with panel survey data from rural China. Much research effort has gone into analyses of the causes and consequences of increasing income inequality in China, but the study of poverty and poverty dynamics has received much less attention. Recent descriptive research emphasizes the marked decline in incidence of extreme poverty over twenty-five years of economic reform in China, though it is apparent that pockets of poverty remain (Khan, 2005; Ravallion and Chen, 2005). Jalan and Ravallion (2002), for example, noted the presence of geographic poverty traps and suggest that they may be exacerbated by obstacles to mobility of labor and capital.

Jalan and Ravallion (1998) provide the only attempt to distinguish transient from chronic poverty in rural China, but evidence from related research suggests

\footnote{Reviews of the inequality literature can be found in Benjamin, Brandt and Giles, 2005, and in Gustaffson and Li, 2002.}
that exits from poverty are not necessarily permanent and that the possibility of falling into poverty continues to influence the consumption decisions rural households. Giles and Yoo (2005) show that precautionary motives lead to lower consumption of households exposed to agro-climatic sources of risk, and Park (2005) finds that households in China’s poor areas store inefficiently high levels of grain in response to expected price variability. Benjamin et al. (2005) document trends in poverty and show that poverty rates can vary considerably with changes in the market price of grains or other economic shocks. Indeed, after a decline in poverty with rising agricultural prices through 1995, poverty rates rose again significantly by 1999.

4.2 The RCRE Household Surveys

The data come from annual household surveys conducted by the Survey Department of the Research Center on Rural Economy (RCRE) in Beijing. We use household level surveys from 82 villages in nine provinces (Anhui, Gansu, Guangdong, Henan, Hunan, Jiangsu, Jilin, Shanxi, and Sichuan) where households were surveyed annually from 1986 through 2002, with gaps in 1992 and 1994 when funding difficulties prevented survey activities. In each province, counties in the upper, middle and lower income terciles were selected, from which a village was then randomly chosen. Depending on village size, between 40 and 120 households were randomly surveyed in each village. The panel component of the household survey (from panel villages) includes 3983 households per year from 1987 to 2002.

The RCRE household survey collected detailed household-level information on incomes and expenditures, education, labor supply, asset ownership, land hold-

---

9These 82 villages are a subsample of the 110 villages originally surveyed in 1986 in which survey administrators successfully followed a significant share of households through 2002. The complete RCRE survey covers over 22,000 households in 300 villages in 31 provinces and administrative regions. RCRE’s complete national survey is 31 percent of the annual size of the NBS rural household survey. By agreement, we have obtained access to data from nine provinces, or roughly one-third of the RCRE survey.
ings, savings, formal and informal access to credit, and remittances. In common with the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) *Rural Household Survey*, respondent households keep daily diaries of income and expenditure, and a resident administrator living in the county seat visits with households once a month to collect information from the diaries.

Our measure of consumption includes nondurable goods expenditure plus an imputed flow of services from household durable goods and housing. In order to convert the stock of durables into a flow of consumption services, we assume that current and past investments in housing are “consumed” over a 20-year period and that investments in durable goods are consumed over a period of 7 years. We also annually “inflate” the value of the stock of durables to reflect the increase in durable goods’ prices over the period. Finally, we deflate all income and expenditure data to 1990 prices using the NBS rural consumer price index for each province.

There has been some debate over the representativeness of both the RCRE and NBS surveys, and concern over differences between trends in poverty and inequality in the NBS and RCRE surveys. These issues are reviewed extensively in Appendix B of Benjamin et al. (2005), but it is worth summarizing some of the findings from the discussion of that paper. First, when comparing cross sections of the NBS and RCRE surveys with overlapping years from cross section surveys not using a diary method, it is apparent that some high and low income households are under-represented. Poorer illiterate households are likely to be under-represented because enumerators find it difficult to implement and monitor the diary-based survey, and refusal rates are likely to be high among affluent households who find the diary reporting method a costly use of their time. Second, much of the difference between levels and trends from the NBS and RCRE

---

10 One shortcoming of the survey is the lack of individual-level information. However, we know the number of dependents and individuals working, as well as the gender composition of household members.

11 The cross-sections used were the rural samples of the 1993, 1997 and 2000 China Health and Nutrition Survey (CHNS) and a survey conducted in 2000 by the Center for Chinese Agricultural Policy (CCAP) with Scott Rozelle (UC Davis) and Loren Brandt (University of Toronto).
surveys can be explained by differences in the valuation of home-produced grain and treatment of taxes and fees.

4.3 JR and EDE poverty gaps

We use *per capita* household income and weight households by their sampling weight times household size. All expenditures have been normalized by a consumption-based poverty line based on a 2100-calorie-diet plus *per capita* expenditures for durables and housing of individuals close to poverty line — see Ravallion and Chen (2005)\(^\text{12}\). Variances for the asymptotically normally-distributed estimators\(^\text{13}\) of chronic and transient poverty are analytically computed taking full account of the survey design, viz, taking into account sampling stratification and clustering\(^\text{14}\).

Figure 5 graphs the conditional standard deviation of poverty gaps \(g^t = (g_{1t}, g_{2t}, \ldots, g_{nt})\) at different values of individual average poverty gaps \(P_\alpha (g_i)\) (these averages are computed at the individual level across 8 time periods of the RCRE surveys separated by a two-year interval between 1987 and 2001) for the poverty gaps prevailing in time period \(t = 1987, 1991, 1995\) and 2001. These conditional standard deviations are estimated non-parametrically using kernel averaging of the distance between individual poverty gaps at time period \(t\) and the average of these gaps across time for each individual. As can be seen from the Figure, poverty gaps are most variable for those individuals in the middle of the distribution of poverty gaps. Those with an average poverty gap close to 1 are

\(^{12}\)This rounds up to a national poverty line of 850 RMB *per capita* in 2002 that is deflated to 1990 using provincial price deflators.

\(^{13}\)The asymptotic results are obtained as \(n\) increases to infinity. Since the bias corrections can be incomplete with a finite number \(t\) of time observations, the mean square error and the variance of the estimators can also diverge even as \(n\) tends to infinity. Strictly speaking, therefore, the asymptotic analysis is valid only when both \(n\) and \(t\) tend to infinity. Depending on the order of the imperfection of the bias corrections (see (48) and (54)), the speed with which \(t\) needs to increase can, however, be significantly lower than that of \(n\).

\(^{14}\)The estimation was done using the freely available DAD program, which can be downloaded from www.mimap.ecn.ulaval.ca. STATA program files to carry out the estimation are also available upon request.
almost always desperately poor, and the variability of their poverty status across
time is thus quite low. Those with an average poverty gap close to 0 are almost
always very close to or above the poverty line, and the variability of their poverty
status across time is thus also very low. No one period appears to dominate clearly
the others in terms of poverty variability.

We now carry out a decomposition of total JR poverty using 8 time periods
separated by a two-year interval between 1987 and 2001. As shown in Table 1,
 transient poverty is according to the JR estimates significantly more important
 than chronic poverty and it represents close to two thirds of total poverty. As
expected, the asymptotic and bootstrap bias corrections generate almost identical
estimates (these results are rounded to the fourth decimals); with these corrections,
 transient poverty amounts to about 73% of total poverty. This is in line with the
 simulation results discussed in Section 3.3. (All of the estimates discussed from
 now onwards are corrected using second-order analytical bias corrections.)

Figures 6 and 7 show the sensitivity of the above results to the choice of the
poverty line and of the parameter $\alpha$. The left vertical axis shows the numerical
value of the estimates while the right vertical axis displays the ratio of transient
over chronic poverty. For $\alpha = 2$ in Figure 6, increasing the poverty line from
50% to 150% of the official poverty line naturally increases all of the poverty
estimates, but the effect is stronger for chronic poverty. The ratio of transient to
chronic poverty is extremely sensitive to the choice of the poverty line, moving
from a ratio of 8 to less than 1 when the poverty line varies from 75% to 150% of
the official poverty line.

Completely opposite results are obtained in Figure 7 when $\alpha$ increases. As $\alpha$
 rises, poverty measurement becomes more and more sensitive to the occurrence
of very low incomes, and less to the levels of average incomes. This is evident
in Figure 7: for a poverty line set to 1, the ratio of transient to chronic poverty
shown on the right vertical axis increases rapidly with $\alpha$ — from 1.2 to more than
10 as $\alpha$ moves from 1 to 5. Note here the graphical verification of the anomaly
mentioned on page 7: all components of the JR decomposition fall numerically
with increases in $\alpha$.

As mentioned above on page 8, the JR approach replaces average *uncensored* incomes by the average of incomes *censored* at the poverty line to estimate chronic poverty. The use of average uncensored incomes assumes that households are able to abide by the permanent income hypothesis. Credit constraints, risk aversion and behavioral difficulties to save can, however, render this invalid. Using instead the average of incomes censored at the poverty line would basically assume that individuals are able to smooth their consumption behavior when incomes are no greater than $z$, but that they are not able to save any of the excess incomes that would bring (e.g., temporarily large or windfall) incomes above the poverty line.

To see how to account for this analytically, let $\hat{y}_{ij} = \min(y_{ij}, z)$ be income $y_{ij}$ censored at $z$. We can then re-estimate all of the JR poverty components with $\hat{y}_{ij}$ instead of $y_{ij}$. It can be checked that the estimate of total poverty $\hat{P}_\alpha(g)$ will remain unchanged, but the estimation of $i$’s chronic poverty will now use $\hat{y}_i = t^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{t} \hat{y}_{ij}$ instead of $\bar{y}_i$, with corresponding changes to the estimation of aggregate chronic poverty and transient poverty.

To see what this does to the estimates, we carry out the JR decomposition with censored incomes and report the results in Table 2. As mentioned, this does not change total poverty, but it has a considerable impact on its two components. Bias-corrected chronic poverty increases from 27% to 53% of total poverty. Figure 7 shows that this change in empirical procedure has particularly large effects for low poverty lines. Chronic poverty is always larger with the censored approach — it is now larger than transient poverty whenever the poverty line exceeds approximately 0.9 (instead of 1.35). Similar results are obtained with changes in $\alpha$.

Table 3 uses the same data to decompose total poverty but this time using the EDE approach, with and without bias corrections. (Recall that all EDE estimators have a money-metric cardinal value.) Again, the two bias-correction methods give very similar results and increase the estimates of transient poverty by about 15%, consistent with the simulation results of Section 3.3. The differences with the JR
approach are, however, very important. For the same $\alpha$ and the same poverty line, transient poverty now represents at most 23% (21% without bias corrections) of total poverty. A social decision maker (SDM) would thus be willing to spend at most the equivalent of about 23% of total poverty to remove intra-individual inequality in poverty status. This is a very significant departure from the JR estimates, which suggested for the same parameter values that transient poverty accounted for around 73% of total poverty.

The sensitivity of EDE total, transient and chronic poverty to the choice of poverty line and parameter $\alpha$ is shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. Total poverty naturally increases both with the poverty line and with $\alpha$. For $\alpha = 2$ and a poverty line set to 1.5, total poverty is deemed to be equal in Figure 8 to about 28% of the poverty line — a similar result is obtained in Figure 9 with a poverty line set to 1 and $\alpha = 5$. The ratio of transient to chronic poverty never exceeds 0.3 and is a non-monotonic concave function of $z$ and $\alpha$ — the ratio increases at first and then falls as the poverty line increases. Increases in low values of $z$ raise transient poverty relatively rapidly initially, but further increases in $z$ generate dominating increases in the average poverty gap and in chronic poverty. Although non-monotonic, the EDE ratio of transient to chronic poverty is much more stable than with the JR approach. Intuitively, the ratio of transient to chronic poverty depends strongly on the magnitude of the "pool" of the poor; in societies with few poor people, one would expect the ratio of transient to chronic poverty to be large. An increase in the poverty line increases both the average poverty gap and variability in poverty statuses, and this tends to decrease the ratio of transient to chronic poverty.

Similar results are obtained in Figure 9 for changes in $\alpha$. With $\alpha = 1$, the cost of transiency in poverty gaps is nil. The ratio of transient to chronic poverty thus necessarily increases as $\alpha$ initially rises. It reaches a peak at $\alpha = 3$, after which value it stays roughly constant at 0.3. This is again in stark contrast to the JR estimates. The ratio of the cost of within to between individual inequality is also quite stable as $\alpha$ varies, confirming that the magnitude of these two sources of
variability in poverty gaps is not very different, with the cost of inequality between individuals being slightly more important.

5 Conclusion

Whether chronic poverty is more or less important than transient poverty, which of these two types of poverty should be a greater priority for policy, and whether policy should differ according to which of chronic or transient poverty is targeted is an object of debate. Quoting from Jalan and Ravallion (1998),

The degree of transient poverty that we find in [our Chinese] data throws open the question as to whether the current emphasis on fighting chronic poverty in China through poor-area development programs is appropriate. (...) The exposure to uninsured income risk that underlies the high transient poverty will probably persist even within successful program areas. Hence, the many poor in non-program areas will not benefit. There is a case for considering more finely targeted programs, although not as a means of fighting chronic poverty but rather as a way of stabilizing incomes by making assistance contingent on adverse events. (p.356)

Hulme and McKay (2005) take a somewhat different general stance:

At present, chronic poverty is still not seen as an important policy focus. This is a significant area of neglect both because a substantial proportion of poverty is likely to be chronic (Chronic Poverty Research Centre, 2004), and because it is likely to call for distinct or additional policy responses. (p.2)

This paper clearly does not resolve this measurement and policy debate. We show, however, that the relative magnitude of chronic and transient poverty — and
presumably therefore the shape that policy should take — depends on the measurement system that is used. In contrast to those of Jalan and Ravallion (1998), this paper’s proposed indices of chronic and transient poverty are 1) monotonically increasing in the usual parameter $\alpha$ of aversion to poverty, 2) money metric, 3) and are conceptually comparable to the conventional money-metric indices found in the risk, inequality and social welfare literature. The indices proposed in this paper also allow total poverty to be expressed as a sum of mean poverty and inequality in poverty, and inequality in poverty to be expressed as a sum of between- and within-individual poverty.

For the same usual parameter value and poverty line that are used with the JR approach, the money-metric approach proposed in this paper suggests that transient poverty represents around 23% of total poverty in our Chinese rural data. This is a significant departure from the JR approach, which suggests that transient poverty accounts for around 73% of total poverty. We also see how the ratio of transient to chronic poverty will usually depend strongly on the magnitude of the pool of the poor: in general, the lower the poverty headcount, the greater the ratio of transient to chronic poverty that we should expect. Finally, the paper shows the usefulness of applying bias corrections when using panel data with a relatively modest number $t$ of time periods. The proposed simple bias corrections work well in all of the cases considered. Even for only 2 time periods, the biases of the naive estimators of chronic and transient are reduced by around 50% by the bias corrections. The biases disappear quickly with $t$ when the corrections are applied (and mostly vanish for $t \geq 6$), and these corrections are particularly effective for the estimators of the measurement approach developed in this paper.

6 Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1.

Note first from equations (6), (10), and (13) that
\[ C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) = \Gamma_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) - \Gamma_1(\gamma_\alpha) = \Gamma_\alpha(g) - \Gamma_1(g). \] (34)

Using (11) and (12), note also that
\[ \Gamma^T_\alpha(g) = n^{-1} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_\alpha(g_i) - \gamma_1(g_i) \right] \] (35)
\[ = \Gamma_1(\gamma_\alpha) - \Gamma_1(g). \] (36)

(Line (36) follows from (2), (7) and (13).) Hence, regrouping terms, we obtain
\[ \Gamma_\alpha(g) = \Gamma_1(g) + C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) + \Gamma^T_\alpha(g). \] (37)

Details of the derivation of the bias corrections in equations (24) and (27).

Taylor-expanding \( \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)_+^\alpha \) around the true value \( \bar{F}^x_{\alpha,i} \), we find that
\[
E \left[ \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)_+^\alpha \right] = \bar{F}^x_{\alpha,i} + E \left[ -\alpha (1 - \bar{y}_i)_+^{\alpha-1} \left( \hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i \right) \right]
\]
\[
+ \frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)}{2} (1 - \bar{y}_i)_+^{\alpha-2} \left( \hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i \right)^2
\]
\[
+ \frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)(\alpha - 2)}{6} (1 - \bar{y}_i)_+^{\alpha-3} \left( \hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i \right)^3 + \ldots
\] (38)

Note that \( E \left[ \left( \hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i \right) \right] = 0 \). Assuming independence across the time observations, we also have that
\[
E \left[ \left( \hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i \right)^2 \right] = E \left[ \left( \frac{\sum_j y_{ij}}{t} - \bar{y}_i \right)^2 \right]
\]
\[
= t^{-2} E \left[ \left( \sum_j (y_{ij} - \bar{y}_i) \right)^2 \right]
\]
\[
= t^{-2} \left[ \sum_j (y_{ij} - \bar{y}_i)^2 \right]
\]
\[
= t^{-1} \text{var}(y_{ij}),
\] (44)
where \( \text{var}(y_{ij}) = \int (y - \bar{y}_i)^2 \, dF_i(y) \). A similar result obtains for higher-order terms, e.g.,

\[
E \left[ \left( \hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i \right)^3 \right] = E \left[ \left( \sum_{t} y_{ij} - \bar{y}_i \right)^3 \right] = t^{-3} E \left[ \left( \sum_{i} y_{ij} - \bar{y}_i \right)^3 \right] = t^{-2} \int (y - \bar{y}_i)^3 \, dF_i(y). \tag{47}
\]

Hence, a \( s \)-order bias-corrected estimator of \( \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha \) is given by

\[
\tilde{P}^{s}_{\alpha,i} = \left( 1 - \hat{y}_i \right)^\alpha + \sum_{m=2}^{s} \left( t^{-m+1} \prod_{l=1}^{m} \frac{(\alpha - l + 1)}{m!} \right) (1 - \bar{y}_i)^{\alpha-m} \int (y - \bar{y}_i)^m \, dF_i(y). \tag{50}
\]

Similar results follow for \( \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) \). A Taylor expansion gives

\[
E \left[ \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) \right] = E \left[ \left( t^{-1} \sum_j g_{ij} \right)^{1/\alpha} \right] = \gamma_{\alpha,i} + E \left[ \alpha^{-1} P_{\alpha}(g_i)^{1/\alpha-1} \left[ P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \tilde{P}_{\alpha,i} \right] \right] + \alpha^{-2} (1 - \alpha) P_{\alpha}(g_i)^{1/\alpha-2} \left[ P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \tilde{P}_{\alpha,i} \right]^2 \tag{51}
\]
\[
+ \alpha^{-3} (1 - \alpha)(1 - 2\alpha) P_{\alpha}(g_i)^{1/\alpha-3} \left[ P_{\alpha}(g_i) - \tilde{P}_{\alpha,i} \right]^3 \tag{52}
\]
\[
+ \ldots \tag{53}
\]

This leads to a \( s \)-order bias-corrected estimator of \( \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) \) of the form

\[
\tilde{\gamma}_{\alpha,i} = \gamma_{\alpha}(g_i) - \sum_{m=2}^{s} \left( \alpha^{-m} t^{-m+1} \prod_{l=1}^{m-1} \frac{(1 - l\alpha)}{m!} \left( \tilde{\gamma}_{\alpha,i} \right)^{1-m\alpha} \int ((1 - y)^{\alpha}_+ - \tilde{P}_{\alpha,i})^m \, dF_i(y) \right). \tag{54}
\]
Recall that we assume above that the $y_{ij}$ are distributed independently across the time periods $j$. If the observations were positively serially correlated, for instance, the bias corrections in (48) and (54) above would need to be larger. The usually small value of $t$ can make it relatively difficult, however, to test whether this independence assumption is valid.
Table 1: JR transient and chronic poverty, with and without bias corrections; $\alpha = 2$; asymptotic standard errors within parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Without bias corrections</th>
<th>With bias corrections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient $P^T_\alpha$</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0014)</td>
<td>(0.0016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic $P^c_\alpha$</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0018)</td>
<td>(0.0017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $P_\alpha$</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0028)</td>
<td>(0.0028)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: JR transient and chronic poverty, with and without bias corrections, and using censored incomes for chronic poverty; $\alpha = 2$; asymptotic standard errors within parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Without bias corrections</th>
<th>With bias corrections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0009)</td>
<td>(0.0010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0021)</td>
<td>(0.0020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0028)</td>
<td>(0.0028)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: EDE transient and chronic poverty, with and without bias corrections;

\( \alpha = 2 \); asymptotic standard errors within parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Without bias corrections</th>
<th>With bias corrections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analytical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average gap ( \Gamma_1(g) )</td>
<td>0.0545</td>
<td>0.0545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0068)</td>
<td>(0.0068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of inequality between individuals ( C_\alpha(\gamma_\alpha) )</td>
<td>0.0532</td>
<td>0.0491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0037)</td>
<td>(0.0038)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic ( \Gamma^*(g) )</td>
<td>0.1077</td>
<td>0.1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0095)</td>
<td>(0.0093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient ( \Gamma_T^*(g) )</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>0.0332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0020)</td>
<td>(0.0023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ( \Gamma_\alpha(g) )</td>
<td>0.1368</td>
<td>0.1368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0103)</td>
<td>(0.0103)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: The cost of inequality and variability in poverty gaps
Figure 2: Between-individual and within-individual inequality in poverty
Figure 3: Illustrative example with one household $i$ and two periods; 
$g_{i1} = 0.5 - e, g_{i2} = 0.5 + e; \alpha = 2$
Figure 4: Monte-Carlo simulations of the impact of bias corrections

- JR's chronic poverty: $\alpha=2$, $z=1.5$
- EDE transient poverty: $\alpha=2$, $z=1.5$
- JR's chronic poverty: $\alpha=3$, $z=1.5$
- EDE transient poverty: $\alpha=3$, $z=1.5$

Population Without correction
Analytical Analytical (uncensored) Bootstrap

Number of periods (t)
Figure 5: Conditional standard deviation of poverty gaps at different levels of average poverty gaps
Figure 6: JR transient and chronic poverty according to the poverty line; 
\( \alpha = 2 \)
Figure 7: JR transient and chronic poverty according to the parameter $\alpha$; poverty line=1
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Figure 8: EDE transient and chronic poverty according to the poverty line;

\[ \alpha = 2 \]
Figure 9: EDE transient and chronic poverty according to the parameter $\alpha$; poverty line = 1
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